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Micro fluid devices using micro bubbles have attracted much attention for their special advantages. In many cases, the bubbles 
must be constrained to a certain position so as to grow or shrink under control. In this paper, we discuss the effect of step-shape 
structures in constraining bubbles against the surface force, which plays a dominant role on the micro scale. We fabricate speci-
mens with a step and electrodes and carry out electrolysis experiments in water to observe bubble growth. We observe the con-
straining effect of steps as well as failure phenomena. Based on numerical simulations and theoretical analysis, we introduce the 
critical failure bubble volume and present the analytic solution in a 2-D model. Using step-shape structures is an easy method of 
constraining bubbles within the critical failure volume.. 
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New micro devices are continually emerging as the devel-
opment of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) tech-
nology. However, new working principles always draw 
more attention because of better performance, especially in 
recent years. Micro gas bubbles have been used in a variety 
of new devices for their special advantages since thermal 
bubbles were successfully used in ink jet printer heads [1]. 
Micro bubbles have been used to compose micro pumps 
[2–4], micro valves [5,6] and micro mixers [7–10], promis-
ing no moving mass block, simple operation, miniature size, 
large actuation force and the ability to conform to different 
micro-channel cross sections [2]. In computer technology, 
micro bubbles are studied to create micro heat exchangers 
or cooling systems for electronic devices [11]. Besides mi-
cro fluidic systems, micro bubbles are also applied to con-
ventional MEMS devices such as accelerometers, and have 
the advantages of no solid-proof mass, good frequency re-
sponse and high sensitivity [12,13]. 

In many situations, micro bubbles are required to stay at 

a certain position so as to grow or shrink under control. Ryu 
et al. [3] found that the resonance frequency of their micro 
pump significantly changed with position offset of the bub-
ble, thus weakening the actuation force. In the thermal bub-
ble micro valve of Tsou et al. [5], a micro bubble is required 
to remain stably at the heating point throughout the growth 
period till the channel is blocked. Ahmed et al. [8,9] used 
bubbles trapped in channels in their micro mixers. Besides, 
in cell-related micro-scale research, gas bubbles in mi-
cro-fluidic channels may damage cells through the liq-
uid-gas interface, which requires trapping and removing 
bubbles before they enter the main channel network [14]. 
Therefore, constraining micro bubbles is important for cor-
relative micro-fluidic devices. 

An efficient method to control liquid-gas distribution is 
to construct a special wettability pattern on the solid surface 
[15,16]. However, the wettability is often limited by materi-
als and manufacturing processes. An alternative method to 
constrain bubbles is to construct special local structures, 
which can be more widely applied to micro devices. Ahmed 
et al. [8] designed sidewall grooves and a horse-shoe struc-
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ture [9] in the device channel to trap bubbles. Kang et al. 
[14] fabricated “well” structures along the channel to trap 
gas bubbles via buoyancy and hold their position via surface 
tension, and these hemispherical wells showed better per-
formance than cylindrical ones in the experiments. 

Various structures have been used to constrain micro 
bubbles. However, there is hardly any research on the con-
straining mechanism, thus hardly any theory for designing. 
At present, these structures are designed mostly by the ex-
perience and intuition of the authors. In this paper, we focus 
on the micro step-shape structure, a simple but typical 
structure in MEMS and micro-fluidic systems, to reveal 
some of its effect on constraining bubbles. We first conduct 
experiments to observe the constraining effect of steps; then, 
we perform theoretical analysis and numerical simulation to 
find the relationship between this constraining effect and 
correlative geometrical and physical parameters. 

1  Idea and experiments for constraining bub-
bles with step-shape structures 

The natural wettability of a surface, limited by the materials 
and manufacturing processes, often goes against the demand 
for constraining bubbles. Electrolytic or thermal bubbles, 
for example, generated on the metal electrodes or heating 
resistors of strong wettability, will move to the surrounding 
surface of weaker wettability, rather than stably hold their 
initial positions. Under this unfavorable condition, struc-
tures of certain shapes may act as obstacles to bubble 
movement, so as to constrain the bubbles and control their 
positions. 

1.1  Idea of constraining with step-shape structures 

In equilibrium, gas-liquid interfaces at an ideally clean and 
inert flat solid surface are governed by Young’s law: 
 LS LV SVcos ,       (1) 

where θ is the equilibrium contact angle, which reflects the 
physical properties of the materials, and γLS, γLV and γSV are 
the interfacial tensions between the liquid-solid, liquid-  
vapor, and solid-vapor interfaces, respectively. 

When the flat solid surface is composed of two or more 
domains with different contact angles, a bubble happening 
to lie on the borderline will have an asymmetric shape, as 
shown in Figure 1(a) where θⅠ>θⅡ. The resultant force of 
the surface tension on such an asymmetric bubble points to 
the side that has a bigger contact angle [14,17], thus inevi-
tably pulling the bubble off the borderline, unless counter-
balanced by other external forces. 

With a sill or step-shape structure added to domain I near 
the borderline in Figure 1(b), a bubble of proper volume 
may stably hold its position on the borderline. In fact, due to 
the asymmetric structure, the resultant force of pressure on  

 

Figure 1  (a) A bubble transferring to the domain with a bigger contact 
angle; (b) a bubble held by a step. 

the gas-liquid interface points away from the step and 
counterbalances the surface tension. 

1.2  Experimental apparatus and method 

Specimens with step-shape structures are designed with 
electrodes at the lower surfaces of the steps, as shown in 
Figure 2. These specimens are immersed in water and gen-
erate gas bubbles while electrified. 

These specimens are fabricated by MEMS processes, 
which start with a silicon wafer. First, thermal oxidation is 
used to grow a 5000-Å silicon oxide insulation layer. Then, 
a lift-off method is used to sputter on and pattern a 
400/300/900 Å Ti/Pt/Au triple-layer to form comb-shape 
electrodes (Figure 2(b)). Finally, a photoresist layer is spun 
on, forming steps after exposure and development. We have 
chosen two different thicknesses for the photoresist layer, 1 
and 15 μm, for our experiment. 

The experiments are carried out in DI-water under at-
mospheric pressure at room temperature with a DC power 
supply. We observe the electrolysis reaction and record it 
with a digital microscope, as illustrated in Figure 3. At the 
beginning, the DC power supply voltage is set at 3 V, and 
then is increased carefully until some gas bubbles appear 
and grow slowly and steadily enough for observation. The 
microscopic video starts from the beginning, and its record-
ing frame rate is 25 Hz. 

1.3  Experimental results 

We can see the constraining effect of steps in our experi-
ments. During the electrolytic reactions using specimens 
with a 15-μm photoresist layer, the electrolytic bubbles can 
stay at the metal surfaces of the electrodes even until they  

 

 

Figure 2  (a) A sketch for test specimen from cross section view; (b) a 
micrograph from top view. 
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Figure 3  Experimental apparatus. 

fill the square pits surrounded by steps, although the metal 
surface has a stronger wettability than the external photore-
sist. However, those electrolytic bubbles generated near the 
edges of steps on 1-μm specimens behave differently. At the 
beginning, the bubbles keep their centers on the side of the 
step’s lower surface, as shown in Figure 4(a) and (b), indi-
cating they are staying on the electrodes’ surfaces. When 
big enough, each bubble center instantly moves to another 
side of the step edge, the upper surface of the step, as shown  

 

 

Figure 4  An electrolytic bubble generated on a specimen with a 1-μm 
step and its movement during growth. The dashed line indicates the step’s 
position. (a) Frame recorded soon after the bubble is generated on the 
electrode surface; (b) frame recorded right before the movement, in which 
the bubble-center remains at the generation point;(c) frame recorded right 
after the movement, in which the bubble-center lies on the other side of the 
step edge. 

in Figure 4(c). Figure 4(b) and (c) shows the position of the 
same bubble in two neighboring frames, so the movement 
should finish within 40 ms. 

Because the photoresist used here has a weaker wettabil-
ity and a bigger contact angle than the electrodes or the ox-
ide layer, bubbles naturally have the potential to move to-
wards the photoresist surface. In this situation, a step can act 
as a potential barrier to the movement, and therefore can 
constrain bubbles against the surface tension. However, for 
a particular bubble, a surface with a step much smaller than 
the scale of the bubble can be considered flat and smooth, 
and the constraining effect can be ignored. Conversely, for a 
particular step, a continuously growing bubble will eventu-
ally get big enough and result in failure of constraint. In the 
experiment, specimens with different thicknesses of photo-
resist layers perform quite differently, and instant move-
ment just corresponds to failure. Failure of constraint means 
fault to correlative devices, so designers are faced with two 
issues: how to determine the bubble volume range for suc-
cessful constraint, and how to determine the step parameters 
for a needed bubble volume. In the following sections, we 
used theoretical analysis and numerical simulation to study 
this failure and associated issues. 

2  Numerical simulation and analysis 

2.1  Analytical model and method 

Structures used in the experiments can be simplified to a 
double-layer model, i.e. the substrate and the step layer, as 
illustrated in Figure 5. These two layers are of different ma-
terials, and this model is suitable for many situations in mi-
cro devices. The step height is H. 

Both surfaces of the substrate and the step are ideally 
clean, inert and smooth, so the contact angles are deter-
mined by eq. (1). The contact angles are θt and θb for the 
materials of the step layer and substrate respectively. 

On the micro scale, body forces, such as gravity and 
buoyancy, usually become much smaller than surface forces. 
Here it is reasonable to ignore the contributions of gravity 
and buoyancy, and presume that bubble shape is dominated 
by surface tension. Therefore, in the steady state, the inter-
nal and external pressure and bubble shape obey the La-
place equation 

 

 

Figure 5  Step-shape structure and a constrained bubble. 
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where pin and pout are the pressure inside and outside the 
bubble respectively, while R1 and R2 are two main curvature 
radii at any point on the gas-liquid interface. For a sus-
pended static bubble, a spherical shape is the unique solu-
tion to eq. (2), and R1 = R2. However, bubbles attaching to 
structures like step-shape structures, are more often 
non-spherical, and the two main curvature radii are more 
often different. For simplicity, we use only the 2-D model 
shown in Figure 5. The 2-D model physically corresponds 
to a gas column as in Figure 6, in which the contact angles 
on the plates at the two ends are exactly 90°. Though it does 
not match a real bubble, the 2-D model can reveal the rea-
son and mechanism for the experimental phenomenon. In 2-D, 
bubbles degrade to 2-D round shape, and eq. (2) reduces to 

 in out LV

1
.p p

R
   (3) 

In the following simulation, we use the volume of fluid 
(VOF) method [18] to simulate the two-phase fluid flow, 
and use the continuum surface force (CSF) model [19] to 
introduce the surface forces. For the numerical simulation, 
we first place a bubble with a given volume at the bottom 
edge between the edge and lower surface, and then calculate 
the movement and deformation step by step until the bubble 
becomes steady. 

2.2  Numerical result for a basic case 

The first numerical simulations for a basic case use the con-
ditions θb=60, θt=120 and H=50 μm. 

Results of simulations for small volumes, shown in Fig-
ure 7(a)–(d), indicate that bubbles can remain stably at the 
bottom edge of the step and appear as circular arcs, though 
various initial volumes result in different steady-state radii 
and various bubble shapes. In Figure 7(a), (b), where the 
bubble volumes are comparatively smaller, the steady-state 
bubble shapes are governed only by the contact angles on 
the edge side and the lower surface of the step, so these 
bubbles are of a similar shape. As the bubble volume 

 

 

Figure 6  A gas column at the step edge, with the physical model corre-
sponding to the 2-D bubble model. 

increases, the intersection of the gas-liquid interface and 
edge side moves upwards until it reaches the top edge. 
Thereafter, as the bubble volume goes on increasing, the 
intersection is pinned at the top edge, as in Figure 7(c), (d), 
until the angle  increases to a critical angle. 

Figure 8 shows the result for a slightly larger volume 
than that in Figure 7(d), revealing the dynamic process of 
the bubble movement. In Figure 8, the bubble can no longer 
remain stably at the bottom edge, but spontaneously moves 

 

 

Figure 7  Numerical simulation for θb=60 and θt=120. Small bubbles 
hold stably at the bottom edge of the step. 

 

Figure 8  Numerical simulation for θb=60 and θt=120. A bubble larger 
than the critical volume moves onto the upper surface. 
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onto the upper surface. This indicates a critical bubble 
volume VC, above which the bubble takes off from the low-
er surface and the constraint fails. 

2.3  Analysis and discussion 

Although the special case of θb=60 and θt=120 has been 
simulated above, the general conclusions can be derived 
from theoretical considerations. 

For a bubble that remains stably at the step edge, as in 
Figure 7, its shape must meet two geometric conditions: 
First, because the gas-liquid interface is in equilibrium, the 
bubble must be in the shape of a circular arc according to eq. 
(3); second, the contact angles must be met, i.e. the angles 
between the gas-liquid interface and solid surface at the 
intersection must be equal to the contact angle θb or θt, un-
less the intersection happens to join with a sharp edge as in 
Figure 7(c), (d). Figure 9 sketches the bubble growth pro-
cess for Figure 7(c), (d). At first, angle  increases to gain 
the bubble volume until it reaches 270–θt. Thereafter, angle 
 can no longer increase because of the contact angle condi-
tion on the upper surface, and a tiny increment of the bubble 
volume will cause instability. Based on these geometric 
conditions, the bubble volume and curvature radius at the 
critical state can be analytically written as  

 
   C

b t

1

cos cos 2 sin 2 sin 2

H H
R

Θ Θ   
 


 (4) 

and 

 2
C C

1
sin sin cos sin 2π

2
V R Θ Θ Θ Θ Θ L         , (5) 

where RC and VC represent the critical radius and critical 
volume respectively, L is the length of the gas column 
sketched in Figure 6, H is the step height, and Θ+=θt+θb, 
Θ−=θt−θb. 

To support the analysis, we use the VOF method and 
CSF model again to simulate bubble growth with a gas inlet 
at a low aeration speed of 0.01 m/s at the bottom edge, and 
we record the critical bubble volume as soon as the bubble 
takes off from the lower surface. We simulate a series of 
cases in which θb is fixed at 60° and θt is variable, and the 
numerical results show good consistency with the analytical 
solution as shown in Figure 10, though there are some 

 

 

Figure 9  Sketch of the bubble growth process and critical state. 

 

Figure 10  Critical bubble volumes obtained from numerical simulations 
with θb=60. 

fluctuations resulting presumably from numerical errors and 
the bubble expansion rate. 

When cosθb–cosθt≤0, eq. (4) yields an unphysical value 
for RC, indicating no critical volume, and the bubble can 
stay indefinitely on the lower surface and grow rather big. 
Thus, the critical volume exists only when cosθb–cosθt>0, 
or θb<θt, that is, the wettability of the lower surface is 
stronger than that of the higher surface. In fact, when the 
higher surface has a weaker wettability, the bubble tends to 
be pulled on as mentioned above. However, the step plays a 
role as a barrier, and only those bubbles larger than the crit-
ical volume can overcome this barrier. This can explain the 
instant movement in the experiments above. 

Furthermore, we can get a diagram of the critical bubble 
volume (VC/H2L) from eqs. (4) and (5) as shown in Figure 
11 and the following criteria: 

(i) If θt≤θb, or below the ∞ line, the bubble can uncon-
ditionally stably remain at the bottom edge. 

(ii) If θt>θb, or above the ∞ line, the bubble can stably 
remain when V<VC; otherwise, the bubble will move on. 

 

 

Figure 11  Contour map of the critical bubble volume VC/H2L for the 2-D 
model. Above the ∞ line, the bubble can stably hold at the bottom edge 
only when V<VC. Below the ∞ line, the bubble can unconditionally stably 
remain. 
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According to the analysis above, the critical bubble vol-
ume can be determined by three factors: contact angles θt, θb 
and the step height H, among which the step height is often 
easy to control during device design while the contact an-
gles are usually limited by the materials and fabrication 
processes. Also, according to eqs. (4) and (5), when the 
contact angles are fixed, we can get RC∝H, VC∝H2, so it is 
an alternative way to design a suitable step height to con-
strain bubbles with required volumes when we have few 
choices of materials or fabrication processes. Although 
there are differences between the simplified 2-D bubble 
model and a real 3-D bubble, similar critical volumes are 
expected for 3-D bubbles. Also, during device design, simi-
lar numerical methods can be used to solve a 3-D case for a 
more reliable critical volume. When needed, more detailed 
experiments can be carried out to draw diagrams for real 
bubbles. 

3  Conclusions 

Using experiments, theoretical analysis, and numerical sim-
ulation, we have studied the effect of step-shape structures 
in constraining bubbles and avoiding the migration caused 
by surface forces on the micro scale. 

First, this constraining effect is confirmed by qualitative 
experimental observations on electrolysis bubbles. In these 
experiments, bubbles can stably remain at the step edges 
and adhere to the lower surfaces of the steps, though the 
upper surfaces have a weaker wettability. However, we also 
see constraint failure, that is, bubbles can gain enough vol-
ume to take off from the lower surface and move onto the 
upper surface. 

Second, we studied constraint failure via numerical sim-
ulation and theoretical analysis based on a 2-D bubble mod-
el. This failure happens when the bubble expands over a 
critical volume, which has an analytical relationship with 
the contact angles of the step surfaces and the step height. 
We have presented the analytical relationship for the 2-D 
bubble model in this paper. 

This work will be useful for designing correlative micro 
devices using constrained bubbles. Step-shape structures are 
a good choice when the wettabilities of device wall surfaces 

go against bubble constraint, and a suitable critical failure 
bubble volume can be determined beforehand by designing 
a proper step height. 
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